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__ N_OR_TH_W_ES_TE_RN_~e_DE_K_LO_M P_EN_- _1948__
•
H. V. K STEGEMAN
Registrar
Professor of Bible
Professor of Greek
A.M. (Hope),
S.T.M. (Hartford),
D.D. (Hope)
-
JACOB HEEMSTRA
President
A.M., D.D. (Hope)
MRS. MINNIE DUVEN
~-- - -
Matron of Girls' Residence
ALFRED AALBERTS
Business Manager
Academy Coach
Northwestern Jr. College
CERRLT OLDENKAMP
Custodian
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ELIZABETH ROWLAND
History, Political Science
A.M. (Illinois)
M/IBEL SCHULLER
Speech, Academy English,
Hivtcry, and Music
A.B. (Cenlral)
MRS. HARRY ENGLAND
Academy Mathematics and
Ehycics, Dramatics
A.B. (Simpson)
MARCIA HUBERS MIlS. H. V. E. STEGEMAN
Shorthand, Typing
A.B. (Hope)
German, Academy Latin
A.M. (Michigan)
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•
DA VID DYKSTRA
Economics, Business
A.M, (South Dakola)
M. FERN SMITH
CORNELIUS EVERS
Biology, and
Engineering Drawing
S.M. (Michigan)
Piano, Organ, Theory, Art
Director 01' College Choir
Mus. ,3, (Central)
•
FRANK OLLIVIER
Chemistry, Photography
S.B. (Wesleyan)
HELEN VAN WECHEL
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Academy English,
Mathematics, and Science
A.B. (Iowa)
_____ f9l(O\)\ _NOR T H W EST ERN ~W 0 E K L 0 M PEN 1948
RALPH MOUW
Mathematics, Physics
S.M. (Iowa)
LUVERNE L. LUYMES
College Coach
Academy Bookkeeping
A.B. (Central)
EDWIN J. AALBERTS
Director of Teacher Training
Psychology
A.M. (Michigan)
MRS. JOHN MOUW
Librarian
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WINFIELD KRIEG
English, Literature,
Ancient History
Mus. B. (New York),
Ed.M. (Temple)
ANNA MARIE GEURINK
Secretary to the President
_____ N_O_R_T_H_W_E_S_T_E_R_N_~S __ D_E_K_L_O_M_P_E_N__ 1_94_8 _
Back Row: Prof. E. Aalberts, AdvisoT, Marthann Van Es, Bill
Wood, Newman De Haas, Peter De Beer, Shirley Van Roekel,
Esther De Wild; Second Row: Beth Muilenburg, Robert Evers,
vtce-Presideue, Edwin Gritters, President, Anne Gerritsrna,
Secretoru, Cornie Keunen, Treasurer; Front Row: Philip Hesse-
link, Forrest Hubers, David Dykstra.
Student Senate
The busiest year-round organization on our campus at Northwestern is
the Student Senate. Its personnel consists of fourteen college and academy
students, who meet bi-monthly, usually every other Tuesday evening.
The President of the sophomore class of the college automatically becomes
the President of the Student Senate, and the President of the freshman class the
Vice-President. Other officers, including a Secretary, Treasurer, and a Reporter,
are elected at the first meeting. Also present at every meeting is our faithful and
helpful faculty advisor, Professor Edwin Aalberts.
The function of the Student Senate consists in solving problems which
originate in the Senate as well as problems presented to the organization by
students and faculty. Most of the student projects as well as ideas for improve-
ment of the school in general originate in the Student Senate. which presents its
ideas, as recommendations, to the administration of the school.
The organization aims to serve as a sad of mediator between students
and faculty in order to bring them to a better understanding of each other.
The Student Senate is characterized by its democratic functioning on the
college campus.
[ 14 J
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CLASSES
•COLLEGE SOPHOMORES
___ NO_R_TH_W_ES_T_ER_N_.,~~_D E_K_L_OM_PE_N_19_48 __
•
F,UGENE HARSEVQORT Ireton, Iowa
Liberal Arts; Chorus 1, 2; Football 1, 2.
ADRIAN EKDOM
Business Administration.
Ireton, Iowa
ANNE GERRITSMA Sioux Center, Iowa
Normal Training; Chorus 1,2; Student Senate,
Sec'y. 2; De Klompen Staff 2; T.O.T. 1.
ESTHER DE WILD Boyden, Iowa
N::rm31 Training; Boyden High School, 1946;
T.O.T. 1, 2; Vice-President 1; vwc.«,
Secretary 2; Pep Club.
NEWMAN DE HAAS Orange City, Iowa
Literal Arts; Beacon Staff 1, 2; De Klomp-
en 2; Student Senate 2; Football 1, 2.
ARIAN KORVER
Liberal Arts; Chorus 1, 2.
Orange City, Iowa
EDWIN GRITTERS Woodstock, Minnesota
Pre-Seminary; Chorus 1, 2; Class Pres. 2;
Student Senate, Pres. 2; Y.M.C.A., Vice-
Pres. 2; I.R.C. 1, 2; Beacon Staff 2.
PAUL MUYSKENS Orange City, Iowa
Physical Education; Chorus 1, 2; Chorus, Bus.
Manager 2; Basketball 1, 2; Football 2; Class
Vice-Pres. 2.
JOSEPHINE BOENDER
Commercial; Class Secretary
ant secretary.
Hospers, Iowa
2; Office assist-
LORR.AINE DE JONG Alton, Iowa
Liberal Arts; Class Treas. 2; Chorus 1; Chorus
Pianist 2.
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GERALD DE JONG
Liberal Arts; I.R.C. 2.
Orange City, Iowa
FRED BROWER
Physical Educatlo~;
ate 1; Beacon Staff
ball 1, 2.
Orange City, Iowa
Chorus 1; Student Sen-
1; Basketball 1, 2; Foot-
BETTY VAN GELDER
Normal Training; Chorus
Club 2.
Orange City, Iowa
1, 2; T.O.T. 2; Pep
EDNA KRUSE
Commercial: Chorus 1,
ant Director Plays 1, 2.
Hartley, Iowa
2; Pep Club 2; Assist-
WILBUR PENNINGS
Ccmmercial: Football 2.
GEORGE DE VRIES Orange City, Iowa
Liberal Arts; Northwestern Academy 1943;
Morningside 1; Member Gamma Theta Alpha,
Sioux City, Iowa; Northwestern Jr. College ~.
Orange City, Iowa
~.
l.....1.__
LEONARD KROMMENDYKE Ireton, Iowa
Liberal Arts; Basketball 1, 2; Football 1, 2.
HARVEY DE VRIES Orange City, Iowa
Liberal Arts; Northwestern Academy 1946;
Bethel, Minnesota University 1; Northwestern
Jr. College 2; Football 2.
ROSA KORVER Orange City, Iowa
Normal Training; Chorus 1, Bus. Manager 2;
V.W.C.A. Cabinet 2; T.O.T. 2.
VIRGINIA WATTS Paullina, Iowa
Normal Training; Paullina 1946; Chorus 1, 2;
T.O.T. 1, 2; Pep Club 2.
Hull, IowaMILTON MACKIE
Liberal Arts; Basketball 1, 2.
HAROLD VERMEER Sioux Center, Iowa
Commercial; Chorus 1, 2; Basketball 1, 2.
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•
C\
l
TONY VAN ZANTEN Ireton, Iowa
Literal Arts; Chorus 1, 2; Play 1.
GERALD VAN ARENDONK Harrison, S. D.
Pre-Medical; Chorus 1, 2; Y.M.C.A., Pres. 2;
Gospel Team 1, 2; Pep Band 1, 2; Play 1.
ANGELINE SMIT Davis, South Dakota
Normal Training; Davis 1946; Chorus 1, 2;
T.O.T. 1, 2; Pep Club 2.
MARCINE MUILENBURG Orange City, la.
Normal Training; Northwestern Academy
1946; Chorus 1, 2; Group Leader 2; T.O.T. 1,
2; President 2; Y.W.C.A., Treasurer 1.
HOWARD HEEMSTRA Orange City, Iowa
Pre-Engineering; Chorus 1, 2.
HARVEY CALSBEEK Sibley, Iowa
Pre-Ministerial; Chorus 2; Gospel Team 2;
Y.M.C.A. Cabinet 2; I.R.C. 1, 2.
MARYANN VANDE STOUWE Hull, Iowa
Normal Training; Hull 1946; T.O.T. 1, 2.
HELEN PAEKEL
Special, Commercial.
Orange City, Iowa
LUETTA FRIESE
Normal Training;
Cabinet 1, Pres. 2:
Beacon Reporter 2.
Chancellor, S. D.
Chorus 1, 2; Y.W.C.A.
T.O.T. 1, 2; Pep Club 2;
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AUDLEY DE GRAAF Orange City, Iowa
Physical Training; Chorus 1, 2; Basketball 1,
2; Football 1, 2.
MARLIN GEURINK Orange City, Iowa
Pre-Medical; Iowa U. 1; Football 2.
ANNA RUTH CALSBEEK Orange City, Iowa
Normal Training; Chorus 1, 2; T.O.T. 1, 2;
Pep Club, Pres. 2; Play 1.
ALMA JANE DOORN INK Orange City, Iowa
Normal Training; Chorus 1, 2; T.O.T. 2; Pep
Band 1,2; Pep Club, Vice-Pres. 2; Personality
Meeting Chairman 2.
THOMAS GESELSCHAP Orange City, Iowa
Commercial.
DICK VAN ZANTEN Ireton, Iowa
Business; Orange City High School 1942.
Sophomores Not Pictured
ALVIN BROLSMA
Liberal Arts; Chorus
Football 2.
DONALD FOREMAN
Pre-Engineering; Chorus
Orange City, Iowa
1, 2; Basketball 1, 2;
Orange City, Iowa
1; Football 1, 2.
Orange City, IowaTENAS DE JONG
Liberal Arts.
EDGAR DE LEEUW Boyden, Iowa
Commercial; Chorus 1, 2.
LESTER VLIEGER Newkirk, Iowa
Pre-Medical; Newkirk 1947.
RUSSELL KORVER Orange City, Iowa
Liberal Arts; Northwestern Academy 1946;
Basketball 1, 2; Football 2.
KENNETH VERMEER Sioux Center, Iowa
Pre-Ministerial; Chorus 1, 2.
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__ N_0 R_TH_W _ES_TE_RN_@S_DE_K_LO_MP_EN_1948 __
. (
/:-J,~:~~,~~
~
"
Jacquilyn Duistermars
Henry Van Zan ten
Zeanna Terpstra
Stanley Eloemendaal
Henrietta Ernisse
Lloyd Rensink
Anona Rcnsink
Frank Rave
Carol Reinders
Gerald Reinders
Marie Ubben
Boyd Kiel
Elinor Dc Elauw
Merle Van Klompenburg
Ellen Roetman
Harold Massehnk
Dorothy Westra
Cecil Van Peursem
Lucille Kleinhesselink
Donald Bonnema
Virginia Turner
John Dale Aalberts
Shirley Van Roekel
James Grove
NOT PICTURED
Amos Buchanan
Roy Horita
Bernard Kroon
Sidney LaFleur
Maurice Shigesato
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Darwyn Van Gorp
Betty Foreman
Frederick England
John Vis
Gerald Korver
Gilbert Den Hartog ~
Mildred 'I'inklenber-g
Harold Van Oort
Jeane Kleinheeselink
Gale Schlotfeldt
Henrietta Kroeze
Merlyn Wallmga
Ruth Van Heukelom
John Scholten
Jeane Masselink
John Boender
Anna Marie Kempema
Lammert Rens
Garret Lihudis
Alvin Hospers
Albert Gerritsen
Sidney Van Gelder
Robert Evers
William Wood
y:
2.
&..;
Ii'?...
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•
?~
4~'-
Marilyn Utech
Roger Rohlfs
Norma Dykstra
Glen Vande Garde
Patricia Oelrich
Gilbert Lubbers
Myrtle Evers
Peter Noteboom
Mathilda Pennings
Harold Vander Laan
Evangeline Kooy
Edward Vander Hoek
Gladys Noomen
John Masselink
Joan Vreeman
Clayton Korver
Harriet Pennings
Stanley Jasper
Cer trude Bosman
Erwin Jansma
Ruth Juffer
Clifford Mouw
Audrey Moss
Edward Vander Broek
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ACADEMY CLASSES
____ N_o_R_T_H_W_E_S_T_E_R_N_~e--D-E-K-L-O-M-P-E-N--1-94_8 _
•
CLASS OFFICERS
Cornie Keunen, President
Joan De Leeuw, Vice-President
Harold De Weerd, Sec'y-Treas.
David Dykstra, Beacon Reporter
Academy Seniors
CORNIE KEUNEN Alton, Iowa
Class Pres. 4; Chorus 1, 2, 3, 4; Debate 2, 3, 4;
Dramatics 4; Declamatory 4; Student Senate
2, 4; Beacon Staff 3, 4; Basketball 3, 4.
JOAN DE LEEUW Boyden, Iowa
Class Vice-Pres. 4; Pres. 3; Chorus 1, 2, 3, 4;
Dramatics 4; Declamatory 4; Student Senate;
Beacon Staff 1, 4; G.A.A. 3, 4.
JOAN HOFMEYER Orange City, Iowa
Chorus 1, 2, 3, 4; Dramatics 4; Beacon Staff
2, 3; G.A.A. 2, 3, 4.
DAVID DYKSTRA Orange City, Iowa
Burr, Nebraska, Nebraska City, 1, 2, 3;
Chorus 4; Dramatics 4; Beacon Staff 4; Stu-
dent Senate 4.
BERT DEN HERDER Sioux Center, Iowa
Sioux Center 1; Dramatics 4; Debate 4; Hi-Y
Pres. 3.
ALVIN DYKSTRA Marion, South Dakota
Marion, South Dakota, 1, 2, 3; Chorus 4;
Declamatory 4; I.R.C. 4.
CLASS ROLL
Rosalie Bronkema, Orange City
Peter De Beer, LeMars
Joan De Leeuw, Boyden
Bert Den Herder
Harold De Weerd, Orange City
Alvin Dykstra, Marion, S. D.
J. David Dykstra, Orange City
Wes~y Hall, Linden, New Jersey
Joan Hofmeyer, Orange City
Cornie Keunen, Alton
Harold Korver, LeMars
Herman Schiebout, Ireton
Rita Van Steenwyk, Orange City
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ROSE BRONKEMA Orange City, Iowa
Chorus 1, 3, 4; Dramatics 4; Declamatory 2;
Student Senate 1; Beacon Staff 4; G,A.A. 3, 4.
HAROLD DE WEERD Orange City, Iowa
Class Sec'y.-Treas. 4; Pres. 1; Debate 2, 3, 4;
Dramatics 4; Basketball 3, 4.
WESLEY HALL
Linden, New Jersey 1;
Senate 2.
Linden, New Jersey
Chorus 2; Student
RITA VAN STEENWYK Orange City, Iowa
Chorus 1, 2, 3, 4; Dramatics 4; Class Officer 2,
3; GAA. 3, 4.
PETER DE; BEER Alton, Iowa
Chorus 3, 4; Debate 3, 4; Dramatics 4; De-
clamatory 4; Student Senate 4; Class Officer
1, 3, Pres. 2; Baskett-all 2, 3, 4.
HAROLD KORVER LeMars, Iowa
Chorus 1, 2, 3, 4; Dramatics 4; Declamatory
2, 4; Student Senate 2; Hi-Y Pres. 4; Basket-
ball 1, 2, 3, 4.
I-lERMAN SCHIEBOUT Ireton, Iowa
Ireton, Iowa, 1, 2; Chorus 3, 4; Dramatics 4.
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r
Academy Juniors
CLASS OFFICERS
Beth Muilenburg, President
Marthann Van Es, Vice-President
Joseph Muyskens, T?'easurer
Alvina Sor-ik, Secretoru
Stanley Vander Aarde,
Beacon Reporter
Beth Muilenburg, Orange City, Iowa
Marthann Van Es, Macy, Nebraska
•
Arthur Vogel, Orange City, Iowa
Al vina Spr-ik, Ireton, Iowa
Joseph Muyskens, Orange City, Iowa
Harriet Wobbema, Orange City, Iowa
Stanley Vander Aarde, Orange City, Iowa
Renzella Andringa, Orange City, Iowa
Betty Aberson, Orange City, Iowa
Harvey Noordsy, Brandon, South Dakota
Lawrence Pennings, Or-ange City, Iowa
Bernard Nibbel.ink, Orange City, Iowa
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Back Row: Mabel Schuller, sponsor, John Aberson, Raymond Kiel, Lena Schiebout,
Lois Gesink, Burlea Korver, Jeanette Fedders; Front Row: Elmer Van Wyk, Philip
Hesselink, Rodney Van Klompenbut-g, Jane Vande Brake, Darlene De Beer,
Shirley Spyker, Henrietta Geurink.
Academy Sophomores
CLASS OFFICERS
CLASS ROLL
Lois Gesink, Orange City
Henrietta Geur'ink, Orange City
Philip Hesselink, Alton
Raymond Kiel, Maurice
Burlea Korver, Orange City
Lena Schiebout, Ireton
Shirley Spyker, Orange City
Jane Vande Brake, Orange City
Rodney Van Klompenburg,
Orange City
Elmer Van Wyk, Orange City
Philip Hesselink, Presuieru:
Raymond Kiel, Vice-President
Shirley Spyker, Sec'y.-Treasurer
John Aberson, Orange City
Darlene De Beer, LeMars
Jeanette Fedders, Alton
[ 29 1
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•
Back Row: Ralph Wiersma, Arthur Tel' Horst, Forrest Hubers, Glenn Heusinkveld,
Henry Vegter, Clarence Pennings, Sye Roghair; Prova Row: Donald Verma at,
Jeane Aberson, Retha Vande Brake, Gladys Fedders, Helen Wiersma, Lenora
Noteboom, Nelva Keunen, Freeman Faber.
Academy Freshmen
CLASS ROLL
Forrest Hubers, Remsen
Nelva Keunen, Alton
Lenora Noteboom, Alton
Clarence Pennings, Orange City
Sye Rcghair, Alton
Arthur Tel' Horst, Orange City
Retha Vande Brake, Orange City
Henry Vegter, Alton
Donald Vermaat, Orange City
Helen Wiersma, Orange City
Ralph Wiersma, Orange City
CLASS OFFICERS
Forrest Hubers, Presid~nt
Freeman Faber, Vice-President
Ralph Wiersma, Sec'y.-Treasurer
Jeane Aberson, Orange City
Freeman Faber, Orange City
Gladys Fedders, Orange City
Glenn Hcusinkveld, Spr-ingfield
South Dakota
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•CAMPUS LIFE
__ N_OR_TH_W_ES_TE_RN_@\~_D E_K_LO_",P_EN_'948 __
•
Back: Row: Harvey Noordsy, Bert Den Herder, Alvin Dykstra, Peter De Beer,
Joseph Muyskens; Frcact Row: Miss Mabel Schuller, coach, Harold De Weerd,
Stanley Vander Aarde, Harold Korver, Cor-nie Keunen.
Academy Debate
Among the various extra-curricular activities the Academy emphasizes
is participation in debate. This year a debate and discussion class was taught
with thirteen members enrolled. Very interesting panel discussions, round
table discussions, and open forums were held on local, state, national, and
international affairs. Much time was also devoted to the debate question:
Resolved that the Federal Government Should Referee Arbitration of Labor
Disputes. Cornie Keunen, Peter De Beer, Stanley Vander Aarde, and Bert Den
Herder upheld the affirmative, while Harold Lee De Weerd, Alvin Dykstra,
Harvey Noor-dsy, and Joseph Muyskens upheld the negative.
Practice debates were scheduled at various intervals until the Spring
Tournament was held, in which Freeman, Augustana, Hull Christian, and North-
western par-tiqipated. Two veteran members of the squad, Cornie Keunen and
Peter De Bee~won a superior rating in the opening tournament last year.
It is the desire of those concerned that debating will be led into wider
fields, bringing with that growth the fulfillment of the principles of persuasion,
beauty, and justice.
[ 32 ]
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Academy Forensics
I
That there is a recreated interest in declamatory among the Academy
students is very evident. This year thirteen students entered the preliminary
contest. Harold Korver, Marthann Van Es, and Alvina Sprik brought home
top honors after participating in the four school contest at Canton, South Dakota.
Back Row: Miss Helen Van Wechel, sponsor, Joan De Leeuw, Harold Korver,
Joseph Muyskens, Alvin Dykstra, Peter De Beer, Cornie Keunen, Marthann
Van Es, Miss Mabel Schuller, sponsor; Front Row: Philip Hessel.ink, Alvina Sprik,
Beth Muilenburg, Burlea Korver, Rosalie Bronkema, Rita Van Sieenwyk.
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•
Back Row: Beth Muilenburg. Frank Rave, Frederick England, Elinor D'3 Blauw,
Jeane Kleinhesse.link, Marilyn Utech, Anne Gert-itsma: Frorit Row: Mar-thann
Van Es, Newman De Haas, Shirley Van Roekel, eduor, Robert Evers, and Professor
Edwin Aalbei-ts, advisoT.
De Klompen
Imagine yourself in 1998. You'll be stretched out in a comfortable arm
chair (if arm chairs are still in vogue in 1998). Lying on the floor at your feet
and gazing up at you with adoring eyes is a mischievous grandson. Hanging OVC1'
your aged shoulder is an equally mischievous granddaughter. (They both take
after you, of course.)
And then you'll hear it - that never to be out-dated phrase - "Tell us
a story, Grandpa." And do you know what you'll do? You'll dust off the spectacles
you can't see through anyway and say enthusiastically, "Children, the only
important things that ever happened to me happened when I was at North-
western. Now get me the 1948 De KLompen and I'll tell you about it - from the
time I was caught playing hookey to the time I got 'A' in a test."
When a staff finishes a book, spends the last sleepless night, and sends
the final copy to the printer, it wonders what "The People" are going to think
about it. To the individual mounted in a prominent spot, it's wonderful; to the
one a shade out of focus, it's awful. To the friends for whom the book brings
back thirty or so years of memory, it's pleasing.
[ 34 ]
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Northwestern Beacon
I EDITOR _ NEWMAN DE HAAS
ASSOCIATE EDITOR FRED ENGLAND
SOCIAL JEANE KLEINHESSELINK
HUMOR __ EDWIN GRITTERS
BUSINESS MANAGER ___ GILBERT LUBBERS
FACULTY ADVISOR FRANK OLLIVIER
BEACON STAFF
Back Row: Professor Frank Ollivier, advis01', Frank Rave, Joan De Leeuw,
Edwin Gritters, Myrtle Evers, Gilbert Lubbers, Jeane Klcinhessel ink,
Frederick England, Newman De Haas, editor; Front Row: David Dykstra,
Alvina Spt-ik, Evangeline Kooy, Patricia Oelrich, Beth Muilenburg, Rosahe
Bronkema, Betty Foreman, Burlea Korver.
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•
Y.M.C.A. CABINET
Left to 1'ight: Harvey Calsbeek, Harold Van Oort, Secretary and Beacon Reporter,
Alvin Hospers, Treasurer, Edwin Gritters, Vice-President; seated: Gerald Van
Arendonk, Presuievu, Rev. H. V. E. Stegeman, sponsor.
Y. M. C. A.
The College Y.M.C.A. is made up of young men who have accepted as
their own the national purpose of all Y.M.C.A.'s, which is "To develop a
Christian personality and build a Christian society."
To achieve this purpose, they hold weekly meetings at which they study
and discuss a wide variety of topics, ranging from personal problems to inter-
national affairs. The yearly program is planned by the students, under the
guidance of Dr. H. V. E. Stegeman.
Action as well as study and discussion is an essential part of the Y.M.C.A.
program. Cooperating with the other Christian organizations, it has sponsored
both social and religious activities on the campus, rendered services to local
churches, and participated in a drive for world student relief.
Membership in the Y.M.C.A. will help any young man to become a more
intelligent and effective member of both his church and community.
[ 36 1
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Academy Hi-Y
I
The Hi-Y is an organization for all Academy boys. A President, Vice-
President, Secretary-Treasurer, and Beacon Reporter are elected by the members.
Meetings are planned and business handled by a Cabinet consisting of the president,
vice-president, and secretary-treasurer in conjunction with a faculty advisor
and sponsor.
Meetings are held every Thursday morning, except on special occasions.
They include a devotional service and a discussion topic or special speaker on
some subject of benefit to the life of the group.
The purpose of the organization is to help the members lead good
Christian lives and to develop and strengthen their Christian faith. The Hi- Y is
closely related to the two other "Y" groups on the campus, and on special
occasions the three groups hold joint meetings. Such special meetings are held
near Thanksgiving, Christmas, Easter, during Spiritual Emphasis Week, for
religious motion pictures, or for special speakers of unusual merit.
Standing: Cornie Keunen, Bert Den Herder, Peter De Beer, David Dykstra, Beacon
Reporter; Seated: Harold Korver, President, Alfred Aalberts, advisor, Joseph
Muyskens, Secreteru-Treasurer, Stanley Vander Aarde, Vice-President.
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The College Chorus
•
Back Row: Harold Van Oort, Henry Van Zan ten, Harold Vermeer, Harold Masse-
link, Sidney Van Gelder, Paul Muyskens, Eugene Harsevoort, Gerald Van
Arendonk, Anthony Van Zanten, Gilbert Den Hartog, Erwin Jansma, Clifford
Mouw, John Scholten, Donald Bonnema.
Fourth Row: Anona Rensink, Alvin Brolsma, Edwin Gritters, Merle Van Klomp-
enburg, Kenneth Vermeer, Robert Evers, Alvin Hospers, Frederick England,
Gilbert Lubbers, Harvey Calsbeek, Jeanne Masselink, Albert Gerritsen, Anne
Kempema.
Third Row: Edna Kruse, Virginia Watts, Luetta Friese, Zeanna Terpstra,
Marilyn Utech, Joan Vreeman, Henrietta Kroeze, Marie Ubben, Harriet Pennings,
Mathilda Pennings, Virginia Turner, Gertrude Bosman.
Second Row: Carol Reinders, Angeline Smit, Patricia Oelrich, Dorothy Westra,
Audrey Moss, Myrtle Evers, Shirley Van Roekel, Elinor De Blauw, Jeane Klein-
hesselink, Ruth Juffer, Ruth Van Heukelom, Gladys Noomen, Alma Doornink,
Jeanne Masselink.
FTont Row: Anne Gerritsma, Jacquilyn Duistermars, Rosa Korver, Anna Ruth
Calsbeek, Marcine Muilenburg, Norma Dykstra, Betty Van Gelder.
{ The Choir
One of the chief activities at Northwestern is the choir, a group of
60 mixed voices which has in the past received nation-wide recognition
for its rendition of sacred music. This organization, which is chosen
from the best qualified of the men's chorus and the women's chorus,
makes several appearances throughout the year, an-d each spring
makes an extensive tour of different sections in the Reformed Church
area. In 1917-48, much time was spent in making transcriptions which
were broadcast weekly over several radio stations. Direct bron dcasts
have been made in Chicago, Grand Rapids, Kalamazoo, St. Paul,
Lincoln, Des Moines, Sioux Falls, Yankton, Ames, and Sioux City.
Business Managers:
Rosa Korver
Paul Muyskens
Section Leaders:
Soprano I, Rosa Korver
Soprano II, Joan Vreeman
Alto I. Marcine Muilenburg
Alto II. Anna Ruth Calsbeck
Tenor I. Robert Evers
Tenor II, Harold Vermeer
Baritone, Audley De Graaf
Bass, Gerald Van Arendonk
Accompanist:
Lorraine De J eng
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The College Chorus
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YW.C.A. CABINET
Standing: Alma Jane Doornink, Jacquelyn Duistermars, Rosa Korver, Marilyn
Utech, Audrey Moss, Esther De Wild, Secreuu-u, Marthann Van Es; Seated: Pro-
fessor G. Stegeman. advisor, Luetta Friese, PTeside nt, Joan De Leeuw, Vice-
President, Miss M. Hubers, advisor.
Y. W. C. A.
Under the leadership of President Luetta Friese, the Y.W.C.A. again had
a successful year. The Cabinet strove to give spiritual, mental, and physical
growth along with the social development of all members.
During the year, the Y,W. worked jointly with the Y.M.C.A. in a drive
for the World Student Service Fund, climaxed by a Basket Social, and in planning
the traditional all school mixer, and in Gospel Team work.
A new undertaking of the society this year proved a huge success. This
was the series of Personality Meetings, headed by Alma Jane Doornink. Also, the
students put forth a great deal of effort participating in student Chapel, Religious
Emphasis Week, and the radio broadcasts.
[ 40 ]
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Back R01JJ: Forrest Hubers, Harvey Noordsy, Alvin Dykstra, Herman Schiebout,
Lawrence Pennings, Joseph Muyskens.
Fourth Row: David Dykstra, Ralph Wiersma, Bernard Nibbehnk, Peter De Beer,
Glenn Heusinkveld, Arthur Ter Horst, Jeane Aberson, Philip Hesselink.
Thi1"d Row: Harold Korver, Sye Roghair, Donald Verma at, Alvina Sprik,
Rita Van Steenwyk, Retha Vande Brake, Rosalie Bronkema, Elmer Van Wyk,
Cornie Keunen.
Second Row: Nelva Keunen, Henrietta Geurink, Shirley Spyker, Helen Wiersma,
Marthann Van Es, Lenora Noteboom, Jeane Aberson, Betty Aberson, Beth Muilen-
burg, Renzella Andringa.
Front Row: Jane Vande Brake, Harriet Wobbema, Gladys Fedders, Lena Schiebout,
Joan De Leeuw, Joan Hofmeyer, Lois Gesink, Burlea Korver, Jeanette Fedders.
The Academy Choir
The Academy Choir is composed of members of the Academy student
body who are interested in learning and singing well-known sacred music.
Throughout the year they make appearances in local and nearby churches,
but the culmination of their rehearsals is reached during the last of April or the
first of May when approximately thirty of the group board a bus which takes
them on their five or six day Spring Concert Tour. The tour generally includes
programs in schools and churches in northwestern Iowa, southwestern Minnesota,
and southeastern South Dakota.
This year the thrill of radio broadcasting has been added to their
activities. In the college studio they make transcriptions which are used at
intervals on the weekly Northwestern Hour.
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"Magnificent Obsession" - April 9 and 10, 1948
The 1948 College Play, "Magnificent Obsession", was presented April 9 and 10,
under the direction of Mrs. Harry England. The three acts were a beautifully
blended contribution of drama, humor, and a strong spiritual message, based on
the novel by Lloyd C. Douglas. The play told in a moving and dramatic way of
Bobby Merrick's search for a better way of life. The cast included:
Martha . Anne Marie Kempema
Nancy Ashford '._. .__ Shirley Van Roekel
Helen Hudson . Anna Ruth Calsbeek
Dr. Malcolm Pyle .. Gerald Van Arendonk
Monty Brent Gilbert Lubbers, Darwyn Van Gorp
Joyce Hudson Alma Jane Doornink
Bobby Merrick Harold Van Oort
Dr. Wayne Hudson .____ Anthony Van Zanten
Perry . Sidney Van Gelder
Mrs. Wickes _ Audrey Moss
Marian Dawson Henrietta Kroeze, Elinor De Blauw
Jack Dawson _ Paul Muyskens
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Academy Play
The Senior Class of Northwestern Academy presented "Footloose", by Charles
Quimby Burdette, on Thursday, January 29, 1948. This three act comedy telling
of the antics of the Early children, was well received by an enthusiastic audience.
Members of the cast incl uded:
Mary Early .__._ Rita Van Steenwyk
Randolph ("Randy") Cunningham Harold Korver
Delphie Rose Bronkema
Hope Early . ._.__Joan De Leeuw
Bob Early . .__ Cornie Keunen
Dick Early .._. ._ Peter De Beer
Emily Early Marthann Van E3
Richard Early _ Bert Den Herder
Miriam Walker Joan Hofmeyer
Jenny Malloy _ Alvina Spr ik
Jack Milford Herman Schiebout
"Buzz" Daly .____ ___John David Dykstra
Mrs. Forester . Beth Muilenburg
Sanford Welles Harold Lee De Weerd
[ ,3 ]
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Back Row: Prof. Edwin Aalberts, advisor, Betty Foreman, Angeline Smit, Ruth
.Iuffer, Elinor De Blauw, Henrietta Kroeze, Shirley Van Roekel, Jeane Klein-
hesselink, Marilyn Utech, Luetta Friese, Norma Dykstra; Second Row; Jacquilyn
Duistermars, Carol Reinders, Myrtle Evers. Anna Ruth Calsbeek, Preeuletit,
Alma Jane Docr-nink, Vtce -Prestdeur, Frank Rave, Secretaru-Trensurer, Maurice
Shigesato; Front Row: Audrey Moss, Patricia Oelrich, Virginia Watts, Marie
Ubben, Edna Kruse, Esther De Wild.
Pep Club
Pep clubbers who could talk above a whisper after the exciting games
of the 1947-48 season were the exception. OUf five energetic cheerleaders, Jackie,
Duistermars, Maurice Sb igesato, Carol Reinders, Frank Rave, and Mert Evers,
displayed a boundless source of energy by leading enthusiastic crowds in a series
of new rootin' too tin' yells.
The climax of a hectic two weeks of work on the part of Pep Club
members was the presentation of N.J.C.'s second Homecoming. Planning the
day's program ~ bonfire, coronation, parade, and all - was only half of the task
facing the bewildered gals. But, with a will to work and suggestions from Spopsor
Edwin Aalberts, they came out on top, leaving the bill headaches to Treasurer
Frank Rave.
Considering that this was the Pep Club's first year as an organized club
on the campus, it has been a very successful year. With the adoption of a new
constitution, these girls terminated a season of activity, proving their worth to the
school is more than just pulchritudinous femininity.
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I College Cheer Leaders
Left to Tight: Carol Reinders, Frank Rave, Myrtle Evers,
Maurice Shigesato, J'acquilyn Duistermar-s.
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Academy Cheer Leaders
•
i1
'r
Left to right: Mar-thann Van Es, Shirley Spyker, Darlene De Beer.
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Back Row: Sidney Van Gelder, Shirley Van Roekel , Anna Ruth Cal.sbeek, Lammert
Rens, Myrtle Evers, Robert Evers; Frorct Row: Gilbert Den Hartog, Frederick
England, Jacquilyn Duistermars, Darwyn Van Gorp, Alma Jane Doorn ink, Marilyn
Utech, Gerald Van Arendonk, Marthann Van Es.
Pep Band
The Pep Band consists of those in the school who are actively interested
in music and can play an instrument satisfactorily. It is directed by Frederick
England. Its main purpose is to provide music to stimulate pep at the varsity
games and the pep meetings precedi ng these games.
[ 47 ]
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Teachers of Tomorrow
Mar-cine Muilenburg, Presuient:
Anne Marie Kempema, Vice-P?'esident"
Ruth Van Heukelom, Secretorv-Treasuver
Audrey Moss, Beacon Reporter
Discussion groups, guest speakers, parties, and conventions compose the
yearly program of the T.O.T. Club. The chief purpose of this club is to promote
greater professional growth.
The year 1947-48 was particularly active for the organization. Events
such as the fall convention of the Northwest region of the Iowa Future Teachers
Association held at Estherville, the Christmas party, Alumnae Teachers Work
Shop, and the special guest meeting for high school senior girls interested in
teaching, highlight the year's activities.
Of course, it must not be overlooked that this active campus organization
was host to the Regional Convention of the LF.T.A. at their annual Spring Con-
vention. Many delegates from a dozen northwest Iowa campuses gathered with
them for this profitable meeting.
Thanks to the "Coke" machine, members have been sent to the Delegate
Assembly at Des Moines, and lunches and parties have been financed without
digging into the pockets of Club members.
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International Relations Club
I
The International Relations Club is an organization underwritten by the
Carnegie Endowment for International Peace. It qonsists of students vitally
concerned with the affairs of the world.
The Club holds meetings each month, at which time pressing domestic
and foreign problems are studied and discussed. Some of the members were given
the opportunity to participate in a panel discussion with a neighboring club. In
response to a request, Club members have begun corresponding with Japanese
youth. And one of the Club topics was presented to the radio audience of the
Northwestern College Hour.
Standing: John Boender, Harvey Calsbeek, Sidney Van Gelder, Edwin Gritters,
Miss Rowland, advisor; Seated: Harold Van Oort, Alvin Hospers, Edward Vander
Broek, presulent, Gerald Van Arendonk.
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Football
1947-1948
College Football Record
Sheldon 26 N.J.C. 6
Eagle Grove 19 N.J.C. 0
Morningside "B" 38 N.J.C. 0
Eastern St. Normal 34 N.J.C. 14
Buena Vista 7 N.J.C. 31
Eagle Grove 18 N.J.C. 12
Northwestern Junior College started its 1947 football season with a small and an
inexperienced squad. Although the "Red Raiders" lost their first four games,
they showed much improvement to smash Buena Vista "E" 31 to 7 in the fifth
game (Homecoming), and lost the sixth 18 to 12 in a well fought return engage-
ment with Eagle Grove.
By the choice of the squad, "Doc" Krommendyk was elected Captain of
the team, and Clayton Korver was named most valuable player.
Back Row: Coach L. Luymes, Erwin Jansma, Marlin Geurink, Leonard Krom-
mendyk, Russel Korver, Audley De Graat. Frederic Brower, Harold Vander Laan,
Alvin Brolsma, Gale Schlotfeldt, Glenn Vande Garde, Manager Gilbert Lubbers.
Front Row: Clayton Korver, Eugene Harsevoort, Merle Van Klompenburg,
Wilbur Pennings, Harvey De Vries, Bill Wood, Gerald Korver, Donald Foreman,
Harold Van Oort, Paul Muyskens.
NOT PICTURED
Amos Buchanan
Sidney LaFleur
Stanley Bloemendaal
Newman De Haas
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Harold Vander Laan
Alvin Brolsma
Audley De Graaf
,
Harvey De Vries
Paul Muyskens
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Fred Brower
Irwin Jansma
Glenn Vande Garde
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Gerald Korver
Russel Korver
Marlin Geurink
Bill Wood
Eugene Harsevoort
Harold Van Oort
Merle Van Klompenburg
Wilbur Pennings
Donald Foreman
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Clayton Korver Coach L. Luymes Leonard Kr ommendyk
The 1947 Football Story
Sheldon 26 - N.J.C. 6
Sheldon Junior College, a strong
rival, outweighed the "Red Raid-
ers" twenty pounds per man. They
pushed over a touchdown each
quarter against NJC's lone counter
to defeat the Raiders 26 to 6. North-
western scored on a pass from De
Graaf to Buchanan in the second
quarter. Wood and Muyskens show-
ed great possibilities in their fit
football.
Eagle Grove 19 - N.J.C. 0
Northwestern suffered its second
defeat at the hands of a hard
charging and fast Eagle Grove
eleven. Eagle Grove scored one
touchdown in the first half, and
pushed over two more in the last
half.
Morningside 38 - N,J.C. 0
The "Red Raiders" were com-
pletely outclassed by the Morning-
side "B" team to lose their third
game. Brower and C. Korver were
outstanding for N.J.C.
Eagle Grove 18 - N.J.C. 12
On a return engagement, the "Red
Raiders" kept pace with the
"Pirates" until the fourth quarter,
and lost 18 to 12. Korver scor-ed
N.J.C.'s first touchdown on a pass,
and again on a blocked punt by
Pennings. LaFleur's grand playing
throughout the season was missed;
he was out because of a knee injury.
Eastern State Normal 43 - N.J.C. 14
Eastern State Normal took ad-
vantage of several good breaks to
overcome the Raiders 43 to 14, but
the Raiders were not outplayed
nor outfought. The Raiders scoring
came on two passes for touchdowns
and two passes for extra points to
C. Korver, Muyskens, and Bloem-
endaal.
Buena Vista 7 - N.J.C. 31
Homecoming
The highly spirited Raiders struck
early in the first quarter to score
two touchdowns. First year player
"Doc" Krommendyk scored both of
these touchdowns through the
center of the line from 20 to 30
yards out. Passes to Bloemendaal
and C. Korver added another six
points in the second quarter. De
Graaf scored on a run, and C. Kor-
ver scored on a long pass in the last
half. LaFleur and Van Oort were
outstanding in the line.
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Basketball
1947-1948
College Basketball Record
Sioux Falls College 69 N. 61 Worthington J. C. 48 N. 4\'>
Fort Dodge J. C. 33 N. 37 Sheldon J. C. 56 N. 68
Emmetsburg 36 N. 76 Emmetsburg J. C. 45 N. 64
Sioux Falls College 61 N. 54 Webster City J. C. 49 N. 58
Britt J. C. 21 N. 42 Norfolk J. C. 60 N. 58
Sheldon J. C. 55 .T 43 Worthington J. C. 34 N. 41
Estherville J. C. 38 N. 54
Fort Dodge J. C. 40 N. 51 Junior College Tournament
Eastern State Normal 58 N. 62 Creston J. C. 48 N. 57
Estherville J. C. 40 N. eJ V!cbster City J. C. 53 N. 41
L. Luymes, Coach., Paul Muyskens (named most va~uabLe playeT), Audley De
Graaf, Frederic Brower, Harold Vander Laan, Leonard Krommendyk,
Milton Mackie, Captain. Erwin Jansma, Gale Schlotfeldt, Garret Lihudis, Alvin
Brolsrna, Amos Buchanan, Glenn Vande Garde, Bill Wood, ManageL
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Audley De Graaf
Erwin Jansma
Harold Vander Laan
Al vin Brolsma
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Milton' Mackie
Clayton Korver
Glenn Vande Garde
Harold Vermeer Leonard Krcmrnendyk
Cerrtt Lihudis
paul Muyskena
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Academy Basketball
The 1948 Academy basketball squad had thirteen members. The first
team, including substitutes, was: Peter De Beer, Harold Korver, Lawrence
Pennings, Joseph Muyskens, Stanley Vander Aarde, Bernard Nibbe.link, Ray-
mond Kiel, Ralph Wiersma, Arthur Vogel, and Harold De Weerd.
The second team with substitutes consisted of: Harold De Weerd,
Bernard Nibbelink, Stanley Vander Aarde, Raymond Kiel, Ralph Wiersma,
Arthur Vogel, Henry Vegter, and Forrest Hubers.
The squad is ably coached by Alfred Aalberts. Cornie Keunen is student
manager.
The squad played fifteen games this season, eight at home and the rest
in the opponents' home towns. This is the only Academy sport, so the team is
well supported. All games, both at home and away. were well attended.
The game is played as an Academy activity for sport only, but it is a
great aid in developing sportsmanship and teamwork. The players are made
more physically, mentally, and morally heathy as they play the game in the
cleanest possible way.
Freeman 24
Maurice 2'3
Newkirk 33
St. Joe (Granville) 24
Freeman 37
Western Christian 46
Freeman 47
VIestern Christian 35
Augustana 39
1947-1948
Academy Basketball Record
N. 38 Boyden 31
N. 37 SI. Joe (Granville) 23
N. 29 Alumni 24
N. 28 Newkirk 44
N. 16 SI. Mary's (Alton) 43
N. 22 Boyden 26
N. 30 Western Christian 37
N. 20 St. Mary's (Alton) 37
N. 16 Augustana 53
N. 16
N. 30
N. 15
N.2fi
N. 26
N. 25
N. 25
N. 24
N. 29
Back Row: Alfred Aalberts, Coach, Bernard Nibbelink, Ralph Wiersma, Henry
Vegter, Harold De Weet-d, Joseph Muyskens, Raymond Kiel, Stanley Vander Aarde,
Forrest Hubers, Cornie Keunen, Manager; Front Row: Harold Korver, Peter De
Beer, Harvey Noordsy, Lawrence Pennings, Arthur Vogel.
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Joseph Muyskens
Raymond Kiel
Harold De Weerd
Stanley Vander Aarde
Bernard NibbelinkRalph Wiersma
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Arthur Vogel
Lawrence Pennings
Harvey Noordsy
Harold Korver
Peter De Beer
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Rita Van Steenwyk, Joan De Leeuw, Joan Hofmeyer, Renzella Andringa.
G. A A
The G.A.A. is the Girl's Athletic Association of the Academy, and
includes any girl who earns 60 points in accordance with the organization's rules.
The points are gained by hard work. One must hike three miles for one
point, skate one hour for one point, ride bicycle three miles for one point, and
bowl three lines for one point. Many other sports are included in the point list.
Sixty points entitles one to a G.A.A. badge and membership. The girl who earns
150 points receives a numeral, and at 200 points a girl is awarded a school letter.
Two girls received letters this year, Rose Bronkema and Joan Hafmeyer.
The G,A.A. tries to foster sportsmanship within the student body and
its athletic activities. The Association stimulates interest in intramural
activities and sponsors tournaments. Their chief purpose is to honor the letter
"N" and the school colors, blue and white. The G.A.A. supervises the election of
cheerleaders, and helps with pep meetings and stunts.
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De Klompen Calendar
•
SEPTEM BER
I-School postponed for one week. Oh,
Happy Day!
2-Football practice begins.
9-Registration of students.
]O-Opening exercises and beginning of
work.
ll-Fifty-five school days till Thanks-
giving Vacation.
12-Mixer. The fellows get their chance to
to l..Q...okat the beautiful girls.
I3-Everyone glad to see Pappa and
Momma again .
16-First meeting of the T.O.T,'s. (Teach-
ers of Tomorrow).
19-0ur first football game with Sheldon.
They beat 26 to 6.
20-Y Cabinets journeyed to Sibley to
plan the year's program. Everyone re-
members the dried buttermilk.
23-The College Classes elected their class
officers.
24-The Academy Juniors ordered class
rings.
25-The faculty highbrows forgot their
grade books and lesson plans for a
picnic on the campus lawn.
26-Eagle Grove trounces N.J.C. 18 to O.
29-The "Coke" machine installed. Many
happy drinking hours.
30----\First Student Senate Meeting, Red
Gritters presided. "Uncle AI" left us.
College organized to plant tulips under
direction of Dwight Grotenhouse.
OCTOBER NOVEMBER
l8-Everyone went home to recuperate
from a busy week.
20-Glory Day! We toured the High
Scheol, some of the stores and the
"Rec" hall, then we ended' up in the
park where "Perry Como" Harsevoort
sang for us. Paul round out (the hard
way) that you can't have 10 in a car.
21-Dorm still eating left-over wetners
from Homecoming bonfire.
22-I.R.C. debated with the Worthington
LR.C.
23-Dorm still eating left-over weiners
Irom the bonfire.
24-Annual Academy Junior and Senior
Fox and Goose Chase. The Seniors
won, naturally.
24-Y.W. had a personality meeting.
27-Rev. Ongna and Prof. Aalberts sang a
duet in Chapel.
28-Work on Annual begins.
29-T.O.T.'s journey to Estherville.
30-Ladies' lounge has a Halloween Party
(broken up suddenly).
31, November 1 and 2-Ikota Conference.
31-Academy Chorus sings for Sunday
School Convention. We played our
last football game with Eagle Grove.
Victory WASN'T ours. Score: 18 - 12.
"Doc" had a speedy ride home in an
ambulance.
l-Clayton Korver started school, foot-
ball hopes rose. Gerrit Oldenkamp
became custodian,
2-Morningside B's trip N.J.C. Score?
37 • O.
6-Eleven Y's drive for
I.R...C.'s have their first
a-Andrew Branche sang
Chapel.
9-College Chorus sang for C. E. Con-
vention. Leland Wang and his wife
spoke to the Y's.
IO-Football fellows nominated
dates for queen. Academy
and a little Model T Ford
chalk chase.
ll-General Beaddle State Teachers
College of Madison, South Dakota,
beat N.J.C. 43 to 14.
13-College elected Rosa Korver queen.
14-Homecoming attendants elected.
15-Y.W. Tea. The girls dazzled the
fellows with their "New Look."
16-Pre-Homecoming bonfire with a
combined pep meeting and bonfire.
Our handsome dummy, "Buena
Vista" was burned.
17-Homecoming exercises, and the game
with the Buena Vista Reserves. Our
efforts were rewarded, we beat 31 - 7.
membership.
meeting.
for us in
3-7-Spiritual Emphasis Week.
3-Basketball practice begins. Wood is
named manager.
5-Faculty dinner.
S-Vets received their $65. Everyone can
eat azain.
ll-Students attend Armistice Day pro...
gram,
12-Faculty loses man-power for the day
Heemstra, Stegeman, Dykstra, and
Mouw take off for Omaha.
13-Facult .. reception at the Heemstra
home.
14-Y's show film "Bearing Precious
Seed."
18-Trirty-two days till Chr-istmas vaca-
tion.
Ig-FacuIty Meeting. Students raked over
the coals.
20-Harvest Festival.
goes to Cherokee.
accoun ted for.
24- We played our first basketball game,
with Sioux Falls College. They beat
69 to 61.
25-Declam contest in Science Hall.
26-Academy nlays first basketball game,
with St. Mary's. They lost 37 to 24.
27-Thanksgiving Vacation begins! And
students get a badly needed rest.
candi-
Senior
had a
Psychology
All present
class
and
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DECEM BER
l-c-Students looking more tired than ever.
Looking forward to Christmas vacation
2-Faculty has another party, at the
Duplex.
4-Candy machines get rough treatment
5-Academy beats Granville 30 to 23.
5-Recording starts.
8-Basketball team gets "Butch" haircuts.
9-Academy loses to Boyden 31 to 16.
Col1ege beats first conference game
with Emmetsburg, 76 to 36. Chorus
sings in Community Christmas Sing.
lO-Academy declam contest at Canton.
Rated two excellents and a superior.
We get a flashy new school bus. The
Mackie Bus Line receives new in-
spiration. "Fete" Oelrich writes her
immortal "Free Period."
r i-c-Conege beats Fort Dodge 37 to 33.
T.O.T.'s have Christmas party; Prof.
Aalberts receives a bottle of perfume.
I2-Academy loses to Canton, 39 to 16.
13-College loses to Sioux Falls again, 61
to 54.
I5-College beats Britt, 42 to 21.
16-Basket Social for W.S.S.F. Drive.
17-"Dreisaches Hoch" - no German class
today.
18-Academy plays an exciting game
with Boyden: lost by one point, 26-25.
19-Mid-six weeks tests. Played Western
Union in the tournament at Sioux
Falls. Vacation begins.
20-Plaved Huron in the tournament.
21-Mar1ager Aalber-ts manages another
baby.
JANUARY
6-School begins again.
9-Newkirk beats Academy. College beats
Estherville.
12-Academv beaten by St. Mary's.
13-Student Senate has a meeting - just
waitin ....for something to happen.
l.~-The "Big Wheels" have a meeting.
Lfl-c-Academ-: beaten by Western Christian.
17-CoUege takes two more game, East-
ern State Normal and the B's vs.
Nettleton.
20-Students do last minute cramming
for exams.
21-23-The fatal days are here. Please
pass the aspirin.
24-Janitor views remains of boy's
lounge.
26-Second Semester begins - with no
boy's lounge. Y. M. and Y. W.
Cabinet meeting. Academy plays
Freeman, there. College B's enjoy a
game with Freeman.
27-Student Senate acted on the actions
of the fellows.
28-College loses to Worthington, in a
close game.
29-Academy has a successful play,
"Footloose."
30-Boys find new lounge"?
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FEBRUARY
3-College beats Sheldon in the game
of the year. Faculty Club meets.
6-Academy basketball tourney at
Freeman.
Lu-c-Academy beats Granville. College
beats Emmetsburg.
14-Academy plays Canton. College beats
Webster City, much to their chagrin
17-Academy beats Maurice. Norfolk
beats the College in an exciting game.
21-Freeman beats the Academy. College
avenges Worthington over here.
25-Students and team take off for the
Webster CHv Tournament. We beat
Creston in our first game.
26-We lose a heartbreaker to Webster
City. Everyone recovered in time to
have a gay time.
27-The kids reluctantly leave for home
MARCH
2-Faculty Club meets.
IO-Spencer practice debate.
12-Academy Music Contest and debate
at Canton.
18-Athletic Bancruet. A very nice affair
20-I.F.T.A. Conference.
23-The Y's backwards party.
APRIL
9-College Play, "The Magnificent Ob-
session" a huge success.
19-28-College Choir Tour.
29-The kids who came back from the
trip find it hard to settle down.
Su-c-Academv Junior-Senior Banquet.
MAY
3-6-Academy Chorus Trip.
13-Freshman and Sophomore Banquet
A gala affair.
21-22-Tulip Time.
24-26-Miserable exams.
27-Dedication Service for the new
addition to Science Hall.
28-F8rewell Chapel. Alumni Day. And
the Alumni Banquet.
30-Baccalaureate Service.
3I-Commencement.
Groceries Lunch Notions~.~
South Side
Grocery
Robert Boonstra, Prop.
Phone 324 Orange City, Iowa
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Central College
Pella, Iowa
Central Hall and Douwstra Chapel
A LIBERAL ARTS SCHOOL OF THE CHURCH
where faculty and students cooperate
in attempting to make
All of Life Christian
FULLY ACCREDITED
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Best Students Pick
GENERAL. ELECTRIC
• Everything Electrical
for Farm and Home
GOODYEAR TIRES
You're Always Welcome
J esse French and
Gulbransen Spinet Pianos SKELLY GAS AND OlL
D U V E N' S Phone 71
Orange City, IowaPhone 255
Orange City, Iowa
Veterinary
Supplies
Fountain
Service Self-Serve Grocery
and BakeryVAN'S DRUG STORE
Fresh Fruits and Vegetables
Groceries Baked Goods
Accurate Prescription Service
Kenneth Van Wechel, Prop.
Phone 65 or 10 We Deliver
Phone 12 Orange City, Iowa
Established 1882
COMPLETE BANK1NG SERV1CE
FARM LOANS AT LOWEST RATES
Deposits Insured Up To $5,000.00
OFFICE AT MAURICE, IOWA
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The "TOP" Agency
General Insurance & Real Estate
OCfice in Basement .
of Hawkeye Hotel
Phone 212
PRESCRIPTIONS
Drug Sundries Boxed Candies
Stock Remedies
School Supplies Gifts
First Aid Supplies
Cosmetics Wallpaper
AREND HOFF, Proprietor
Orange City, Iowa
WOUDSTRA
Meat Market
OIl. ph. 318 Res. Ph. 20Z-M
William Top
CHOlCE MEATS
Frozen Food and Fish
Custom Slaughtering
Phone 141 Orange City, Iowa
For
Cooking
Bathing
Shampooing
Laundering
on a
service basis
KALSBEEK BROTHERS
Modern Home Appliances
Expert Radio and Refrigeration Service
Moore and Universal Gas Ranges
and Combinations
Phone 159 Orange City, Iowa
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•
Dealers in
John Deere and New Idea Farm Machinery
We carry a complete stock of repairs
and have factory approved service 111en.
Good Equipment Makes a Good Farmer Better
ED UTECH Proprietors
Orange City, Iowa
ED SCHREUR
KEEP FIT
STAY HEALTHY
For Health and Recreation
Bowl at the
American Legion
Bowling Alleys
For Reservations Phone 335
Orange City, Iowa
A Good Store
To Remember
Vande
Steeg's
The Store That Serves You Best
Orange City, Iowa
Clothing
Accessories
Gifts
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Sanitary Meat Market
FRESH AND CURED MEATS
FRESH FROZEN FOODS
CUSTOM SLAUGHTERING
H. L. MOUW, Proprietor
Phone 131 Orange City, Iowa
FEDERAL LAND BANK LOANS
• G. J. Slobe, Secretary-Treasurer
TER HORST
Service Station
PhHLips 66 Products
John Tel' Horst, jr., Prop.
Phone 32 Orange City, Iowa
Pioneers Since 1917 and Still Leading The Way
With America's Best Farm Loan.
SIOUX NATIONAL FARM LOAN ASSOCIATION
Orange City, Iowa
LAW OFFICES
Klay & Klay
Orange City, Iowa
Gerril Klay (1898-1939)
Tunis E. Klay
Earl T. Klay
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You Will Like - - -
HOPE COLLEGE
HOPE COLLEGE offers a well-rounded liberal arts
course leading to a Bachelor of Arts degree. Students who are
interested in law, medicine, dentistry, and engineering find
Hope a college that is the answer to their 'pre" training problems.
HOPE is accredited 111 the Association of American
Universities and the North Central Association of Colleges.
Her students are accepted by the top medical, engineering, and
law schools in the country. Many Hopeites, upon graduation,
obtain scholarships at leading universities, to pursue graduate
study in special fields of research.
HOPE COLLEGE, since its inception in 1851, has a
history which is steeped 111 service to the church. Hope's
alumni record carries many names world-renowned in the field
of religion.
FOR INFORMATION WRITE DIRECTOR OF ADMISSIONS
HOPE COLLEGE
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN
American Reformed Church
ORANGE CITY, rowA
"And in this place I will give peace'
SUNDAY SERVICES
10 A. M. and 7 ;30 P. M.
Sunday School - - 11 ;30 A. M.
Junior C. E. - - - 3 ;00 P. M.
Senior C. E. - - - 6 ;30 P. M.
Mid-week Prayer Service
Wednesday - 7 :30 P. M.
You are cordially invited to worship with us
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F M Slagle & Co.
LUMBER AND COAL
EDWARD BOLLUYT, Manager
Phone 115-R or 115-M Orange City, Iowa
IlENRY WESTRA
Auto Salvage
Wrecks Rebuilt Dry Cleaning Dyeing Pressing
We Call and DeliverNew and Used Parts
Phone 77 Orange City, IowaPhone 251-W Orange City, Iowa
Farmers Co-op. Oil Ass'n.
Petroleum Products, Tires, Batteries
Accessories
PHONE 259 ORANGE CITY, lOW A
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•Den Hartog
Bros.
Expert Automotive Mechanics
Complete
Motor Overhauling Service
Alemite Lubrication
and Oils
Complete Electrical Service
Phone 245
Orange City, Iowa
&1
KE N'S
STANDARD SEIUCE
with
Standard Products
Standard Red Crown and
Standard White Crown
Gasoline
Polarine, 150- Vis, Permalube
and Quaker State Oils
ATLAS
Tires, Batteries,
and Accessories
=
ARIE VANDER STOEP
Special Agent
NEW YORK
LIFE INSURANCE CO.
Protection
Retirement Income
Phone 318
Orange City, Iowa
Sunrise
Hatchery
VAN PEURSEM
& SCHALEKAMP
CASH DEALER
in
POULTRY, EGGS,
and WAYNE FEEDS
Baby Chicks In Season
Phone 83
Orange City, Iowa
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111 East 3rd Street ED UTECH, Prop. Phone 36
DODGE and PL Y~JOUTH
SALES and SERVICE
Genuine Factory Parts and Accessories
New Modern Equipment and Building
DODGE "JOB-RATED" TRUCKS
General Repairing on All Makes of Cars
=
Sf
loHIID U"DII "UT~'Hln 0' THE COC...·cO'" CO"..... N' ..
CHESTERMAN CO., SIOUX CITY, IOWA
DE VIlIES FURNITURE COMPANY
Fine Furniture for Fine Homes
Phone 6 Orange City, Iowa
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Abstracts - 78 Years of Service
In Title Matters
the Best is None Too Good.
Call or Write
Farm Loans - 29 Years of Service
Ask the man who has our Loan.
Loans in Northwest Iowa
and Southern Minnesota.
Sioux 4bstraet Co.,Ine.
W. H. !ifJ$!Jers '06 Jadson Hos/Je,.s '36
•
INTERNATIONAL
HARV~SlERVogel & Van De Brake
Paint s Glass Store
International Tractors
Farm Implements
Trucks and Refrigeration
The "Orasuje Brand" Line
Auto and Window Glass
Store Fronts
Floor Sanders Wallpaper
Oordt Implement Co.
Phone 263
Orange City, IowaPhone 358 Orange City, Iowa
INC.
QUALITY SPORTING GOODS
FOR EVERY SPORT
Stores in
Spencer, Iowa,Sioux City, Iowa Storm Lake, Iowa
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BALKEMA
Sales g Service
MARSHALL - WELLS
STORE
BILL HINZE, Prop.
SKELGAS
Hot-Point Appliances
Philco Appliances
APPLIANCES
to Better the Home
Plumbing
Heating
Washers
Stoves
MARSHALL-WELLS
PAINTS
to Improve the Home
FULL LINE
of
HARDWARE
Phone 264-W
Orange City, Iowa
H. S. Holtze Construction Co.
BUILDING CONTRACTORS
PHONE 5-7941SIOUX CITY, lOW A
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IBEN FRANKLIN
STORE
De Vries
Electric
Shop
Oscar De Vries, Owner
Phone 359
Orange' City, Iowa
Electric Wiring
Repair Service
CHINAWARE
CROCKERY
NOTIONS
No Job Too Large -
No Job Too Small
Electric and Gas Ranges
Oil Burners Water Heaters
Water Softeners Water Pumps
Motors Welders
Refrigerators Vacuum Cleaners
Washers Ironers
Farm and Home Appliances
Paul Mouw and
Jacob Hofmeyer, Props.
Phone 286
Commercial Fertilizer De Kalb Quality
Hybrid Seed Corn
Hog Cholera
Serum and Virus
AGENCYDUNLOPTHE
Life, Fire, Auto and Casualty Insurance
Office and Warehouse on Main Street
GEORGE DUNLOPLOIS DE JAGER, SecretaryROBERT M. DUNLOP
Orange City, IowaPhone 304
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CAMBIER MOTOR CO.
Orange City Co-operative Creamery
Man uf'acturers of "Favorite Dairy Prod nets"
"No Substitute for Butter"
Pasteurized Milk Ice Cream
Condensed Buttermilk
R. Riedeman, Mgr.
Phone 194 We Deliver Orange City, Iowa
COMPLIMENTS OF
GUN N IN K'S CAFE
GOOD COFFEE AND GOOD SERVICE
Phone 230 Orange City, Iowa
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•
VAN'S SUPER SERVICE
Station - Garage
Motor Tune-up and Repairing
Mobile Products, Tires, and Batteries
Phone 299 Gerrit Van Klorn penburg, Prop" Orange City, Iowa
Farmers Mutual Co-op. Ass'n,
;]Ae~e & A0 GUbsk/ule
8J~.c# da~me~s' C(J-(Jfie~alt"tJe
RICHARD KOLDENHOVEN, Manager
PHONE 44 ORANGE CITY, IOWA
VAN EIZENGA LUMBER COMPANY
LUMBER AND COAL
Phone 46 Orange City and Maurice, Iowa
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GAMBLE
STORE
Orange City, Iowa
Coronado Radios
Hardware Tires Washers
Paints Dinnerware
Batteries Auto Supplies
Refrigerators Stoves
Sporting Goods
Motor Oil
Complete Line of Footwear
Men's Work Clothing
OU?' Prjces Are ALways Lower
K LEI N' S
Jack Sprat Food Store
Wh ere Prices Are Low
on Foods You Know
(;
'~
Henry H. Klein, Prop.
Phone 104
Orange City, Iowa
Van Oosterhout
Te Paske & Rens
Attorneys at Law
P, D, Van Oosterhout
Henry J. Te Paske
Gerrit L, Rens
Hawkeye- Hotel Building
Orange City, Iowa
RUbtj S /3tJUltj
8a~11
Complete Beauty Craft
Ruby Pierce, Prop.
Mar-gene Bomgaars, Asst.
Phone 55 for Appointment
Orange City, Iowa
V~ Waa
eLea"u#t'j Seltuke
Dry Cleaning Laundry
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•
It's Been A
Pleasure!
Printers and Publishers
All printing takes craftsmanship and equipment,
but the construction and work on your De Klompen
takes something more - it requires patience and an
attempt at perfection that many printers, in their
everyday hurry, frequently fail to exercise. We often
wish there were some way to wave a magic wand and
finish off a job like this with a few powerful words.
But it takes attention to detail, a knowledge of print-
ing, inks and paper, and printing equipment seldom
found in a community the size of Orange City, to
bring De Klompen from manuscript to finished book.
We have enjoyed working with N.J.C. students
during another year. The Beacon, De Klompen, The
Classic, and other chores for Northwestern have become
a part of our routine. De Klompen staff of 1948 are to
be commended especially for the vision they have given
their work, and the vast amount of detail they have
digested. We hope they have all learned a little about
printing. Knowledge makes life more interesting in
every field of endeavor.
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With The Sophomores
•
Alvin Brolsma - "Carp" - oh! how he likes to hear someone eat popcorn
and to get up for an 8:15 class would like to be able to play the piano.
Te nae De Jong - "Teen" - dislikes working except when he can get
out of a class likes his monthly allotment, the denomination that a married
man gets.
Harvey De Vries -
with Spike Jones' orchestra
water gun.
Donald Foreman - "Don" - likes his grades since he became married
also Iikes to be marr-ied because hIS wife works.
Howard Heemstra - "Hemo" - interested in photography, physics,
anything that is difficult likes to slave oh yes, he wants to get married
some day.
Arian Korver - dislikes the initials AK
dislikes a certain place in Illinois.
Leonard Krommendyk - "Doc" - wants a car instead of a lemon
terested in the pianist of the chorus .. and in baseball.
Milton Mackie - "Mac" - always says, "If I only had a match or a class
this period that I could skip" tries his best to get his little children to school
on time.
"Harv" - would like to sing "I'em'tation" with
would also like to play football equipped with a
confusing he says also
. in-
Eugene Har-sevoo r-t - "Harzy" - 20 years
at the water line amidship about 96 ax handles
red, white and blue .. heart interest: available
. doesn't like Doc's cars.
Edna Kruse - 19 a blonde.. likes accounting .. says her hobby
is learning how to study. likes listening to the radio.
Newman De Haas - "Newmie" - eyes are deep limpid pools of something
or other .. school interest and pastime is, of course, the Beacon Room . you're
telling me.
Gerald F. De Jong - "Jed" - dislikes English his pet peeve is Prof.
Dykstra's willingness to admit he's wrong . wants to be an educated loafer.
Marcine Muilenburg - "Marcie" - spends her time re-knitting a "too big"
sweater. likes to gab and gad. her embarrassing moment was the Halloween
Party in the Girls' lounge.
Lorraine De Jong - favorite subject is "manclogy"
love seat in the music room dislikes broken down cars.
Rosa Korver - "Rosie" - likes to lengthen skirts
on her left hand.
Audley De Graaf - "Aud" - wrecks cars as a hobby
gets his goat . wants to play the piano like Prof. Krieg.
Alma Jane Doornink - "Alma" - doesn't have time to prepare her subjects
. spends her time helping others likes to go out with Annie.
Marlin M. Geurink - "Flip" - favorite saying is "daaaaa" women
drivers are his downfall would like to be a disagreeable multi-millionaire.
Anna Ruth Calsbeek - "Annie" -likes anything Prof. Aalberts teaches.
charges into the lounge with a cheery "Good Morning Girls" (in that particular
style, of course) ... spends most of her time knitting those classy Argyle socks
for "Dear David."
physical age, that is . width
eyes are both the same, namely
likes mixed singing groups
interested in the
proud of the rock
. the book store
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Fred Brower, Jr. - "Bus" - latest hobby is breaking shoestrings likes
to stay home with his wife . spends his money for shoestr-ings . would like to
have a basketball team composed of his own sons.
Thomas F. Geselsch ap - "Tommy" - likes photography (of the other sex)
has two comments: "Never let studies interfere with your education" and
"They say that money talks, but all that it says to me is 'Goodbye!'"
Esther De Wild - crazy about Public School music? also the candy
makes puppy love to "LODPY."
George De Vries - his width is a good question savs. "He who hesitates
interested in Politics favorite pastime, "Mevanda Telaga."
Paul Eugene Muyskens - "Paul Baby" never has time for hobbies
to look his age (21) so people won't ask him whether he's 17 or 18.
Betty Van Gelder - fays her hair is blonde when in O. C.
»bout "Public School Music" knits for a hobby wants to be
Fnglish teacher.
Edwin Gritters _ "Red" - has a ftarninv crown of glory di-slikes Greek,
dislil-ed every hour on the hour. . only heart interest is to keep it beatinr; . spends
money to satisfy the inner man.
Angeline Smit - "Angie" - her
dislikes American government
canteen
is lost"
. wants
also crazy
a dignified
eyes
work.
width is just two armsful has green
hobby is anything that doesn't require
Adrian
what he thinks
is his pet peeve.
Harvey Calsbeek - "Harv' - interested in "Angie" thinks the 10:30
curfew at the girls' dorm should be banned . wants to be a "Dominie."
Gerald Van Arendonk - "Arnie" - tries to keep a Medel A Ford running
he quacks when someone says "How's the weather up there?" cousin to
Edgar Bergen.
Anne Gerritsma - "Annie" - has a variable school interest
pastime cuz she lives in the present dislikes to get up to catch the bus.
Luetfa Friese _ doesn't reveal her width thinks dorm life is wonderful
but not bow ties likes to use her vocal cords.
Josephine Boender - "Josie" chews green bubble gum to match her eyes
chief desire is to gain weight dislikes sitting quiet.
Virginia Watts - "Virgie" - the canteen is a major portion of her life
along with fashions smeared lipstick sends chills down her spine.
RUEsel1 Korver _ "Russie" _ has gone and left us but then there's still
oodles of his family to keep him in our minds.
Wilbur Pennings - "Whip" - very VERY quiet .. but then, he's married.
you'd think he'd like to talk once in awhile.
Mary Ann Van De Stouwe - one of the lounge gals who is usually able to
tell you about her teaching experiences.
Anthony Van Zanten - "Toni" - cold wave, that is
smoocooth manner that just sends - well, enough of that.
Dick Van Zanten - he's sooooooo quietl!
Harold Vermeer - one who can inform you on mostly everything.
Kenneth Vermeer - "Abbie" - quite the character, but a likeable guy.
Leete- Vlieger - "Les" - slinky, but smooth in a quiet way could be a
friend of D. V. Z., huh?
Ekdom - "Ek" - favorite saying
his interest is to 'get AHEAD
is -DELETED-
or Prexy's office in
or to say
long skirts
has no
he has such a
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The Freshmen
John Boender, "Shorty", survey shows he may be the smallest Freshman ever to
attend N. W. - Jacquilyn Duistermars, "Jacky" the other part owner of a diamond.
Of course, she only wears it. - Donald Bonnema, "Peaceful" He's one of the quiet
few, entirely blameless for all the noise that goes on in the halls. - Amos Buchanan,
continually said, "I'll never last this game." He always came through (or over).
Frederick England, "Fritz", we'll match his stubborness with anyone you can find.
Besides that, he can play "Sugar Blues" on his trusty trumpet. - Norma Dykstra,
handy with knitting needles; equally handy with a rolling pin? One of the knitting
gentle-women who inhabits the ladies lounge. - Robert Evers, affectionately known
as "Boopie," Supposedly quiet, but . - Albert Gerritson, a romeo to a mechanical
drawing set. - Henrietta Erniese, she belongs to the quiet few. Oh, how lucky we
are to have a few. James Grove, "Poppa", he hails with the Korver cjan. -
Alvin Hospers, a big flirt in a subtle way. - Myrtle Evers, "Mert", she hounded
Gilbert, merely to fit the sweater she was knitting; known as Bessie Lou in the lower
halls. _. Erwin Jansma, generous, always willing to lend his car, a hand, or some
dough. - Betty Foreman, slaves over a hot typewriter, pounding out "Beacon" news;
of course, Newman is the helpful editor. - s ta ntey Jasper, prized as a "Jack of all
trades and master of none", along with his "automobubble". - Gilbert Den Hartog,
has a charming smile for a pretty "Fraulein." Gertrude Bosman, "Trudy",
eternally chattering, sense of humor unbounded. - Roy Horita, what he couldn't
do with a Hawaiian moon (rhymes with spoon, you know). - Boyd Kiel, came to
N.J.C. for study, or a steady? - Elinor De Blauw, a sophisticated Socrates with a
short haircut; the creator of Bea Can. Have you seen her? nuff sed. - Cfayto n
Korver, a most beautiful physique. - Bernard Kroon, "Bernie" loves his Ford and
loves his wife. - Jeanne Messellnk, has no interest in men; interested only in a
teacher's certificate. - Sidney La Ff eu r, he's hard as "cast" iron, and we mean cast.
Some day may be part owner in an implement company?? - Garret Lihudis, "The
Greek": cute girl friend; one of the "lo,unge" boys. - Audrey Moes, doesn't let any
grass grow under her feet; looks charming in the little blue bleep. - Gilbert Lubbers,
other fellows hurt their legs in football, but not Gilbert: constantly worried about
his many duties. - Harold Lind John Masselink, who can out-talk which; on the
other hand, which can out-talk which? What do we care anyhoo? - Henrietta
Kroeze, "Tiny", with a liking for a certain fresh water fish name-i "Carp."
Clifford Mouw, "Cl.iffie", one of the boys who lives on a farm (doesn't like to be
called a farmer), neat: always involved in some love affair. - Peter Noteboom,
"Pete", "For Pete's sake use ice"; one of the Whiffenpoofers; check J. B.? against
refrigeration. Anna Marie Kempema, part of our piano cruet; can't call her
plump, but she does carry quite a bit of weight. - Frank Rave, can talk anyone
into or out of anything at any time. - Gerald Reinders, "Jed", his Model A has a
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•
crush on Beulah. Another Whiffenpoofer: loves parties, parties, and parties. -
Gladys Noomen, our beautiful silver blonde. - Patricia Oelrich, known as "Pete"
in the higher circles; has 8. strong right hook, as every young man knows.
Lamber-t Rene, "Lamie Pie", strictly a long hair; it isn't what he does in English
class, it's what he doesn't do. - Helen Pae ket, br-enette Betty Hutton, who some
day plans to be a secretary on her boss' knee. - Lloyd Rensink, assumes Varga
girl poses on the coke machine. - Carol Reinders, "Carl", indulges in nature
study, trees. you know, "Wood." - Roger Rchlta, is a nairb (brain spelled
stoewavs). - Gale achtotfef dt, small breeze, intends to pursue poppa's profession;
just so he doesn't "e-t'' up all the profits. - Anona Pensink, majoring in math
end music, mos tlv music, l-e....ause she's the only s-ir-lin math class. - John Scholten,
always handy with the r-iaht answer; why do s-ome people get all the brains? -
Glenn v anrre Garde, "Vandy", a fast man on the basketball floor, and t-art owner of
a diamond One ait-l wears. - Marilyn Utech, says she aces with Sid" 'cause every
r-ot must have its lid", nice lid thou eh. - Edward v encer Broek, our "Romeo" without
a "Juliet"; has an 'aqua' Plymouth that's always blc ckina our 'diamond' horseshoe.
- Edward Vanden Hoek, a fella everyone admires, a cute grin [or all. - Ruth Juffer,
brunette bomb shell from Ireton: has chevrons on her sleeve instead of her heart. -
Harold Vander Laan, occasionally gets flat tires on put-pose: has long curly windshield
wipers on his eyes. - Ellen Roetman, Oh BOYdl - Zeanna "r erpstr-a, wears "Golden
Ear Rings." - Merle Van Klompenburg, "Klompie" loves his cars, including a '47
Plymouth and a '27 Ford. - Mildred Tinklenburg, "Millie" flighty, like a little
bird; always has a giggle or a grin. - Virginia Turner, our cute little papoose. -
Harold Van Oort, his little baby blue Ford, with pink trimmings and yellow edges,
has a crush on "Beulah"; what a triangle; just loves the Dorm. - Marie Ubben, a
shy, sweet young thing. - Henry Van Zanten, "Hankie", the humorous element of
the German class; has his own patented way of getting into his Chapel seat.
Ruth Van He ukelo m, the other part of our piano duet; wrinkles up her nose when
she laughs. - John Vis, he is "quiet" a boy; argues about the merits of his tractor.-
Shirley Van Roekel, "Ruck1e", our blue-eyed tigress from Alton. - Frank Vogel,
the blond "Flying Dutchman" who occasionally takes a fling. - Merlin Wallinga,
"Wally", Oh! that Oldsmobile. - Joan Vreeman, her heart belongs to "Appie." -
William Wood, "Bill", We Want Wood, We Want Wood. - Dorothy Westra, our
freckle faced gal with a yen for shoes with rollers on the bottom. - Cecil Van
Pcu rsem, "Zeke", has cute little fat feet; also possesses a broken down '47 Ford, with
a wolf whistle. - Jeane Kl einheaselink , "Haaselink", her prize possession is
"Eeulah." - John Date Aalberts, "Johnnie" always has his eyes toward California. -
Evangeline Kooy, "Vangie" changed from the bookstore to the bank. Gerald
Korver, "Ged". the boy with the fleetl ine, or rather the boy with the dad with the
fteetline. - Sidney Van Gelder, "Sid" likes Iowa dust better than South Dakota
dust; known Ior his piano playing. - Darwyn Van Gorp, "Dar" cultivated a
mustache, and in one semester. - Harriet and Mathilda Pennings, here we go again;
can you tell them apart? Us too. - Maurice Shigesato, that figure with the loud
jackets, and a friendly grin.
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Academy Seniors
Rosalie Bronkema - Michigan is her main interest, and she would appreciate
it if Physics were abolished.
Peter De Beer - Two pairs of socks make him 6' 1" - but even though his
height is ideal to any girl, he wants to remain single and happy.
Joan De Leeuw - since her heart is lost, Joan wants to become an old maid
school teacher. Such a compliment to us future teachers.
Cornie Keunen - Cars, blood, and gals is quite a mixture for your poor
system, isn't it, Cornie?
Bert Den Herder - My goodness, his chief ambition is to get back to
Sioux Center. Why?
Alvin L. Dykstra - being a tot is his chief desire. "Dyke" is only 6' 4" tall!
John David Dykstra - Ambitions are queer, but not his. He wants to get
bigger faster .
. Wesley O. Hall - Wos's heart belongs in New Jersey, and he has always
said that his favorite subject is "Study Hall."
Joan Hot meyer- - "Jerry" hopes you'll read about her debut at the
Metropolitan Opera House when she becomes an opera singer.
Harold Korver - Day-dreaming is an enjoyable past-time, "Zeke", but
then how are you going to continue it when you become a ditch digger?
Herman Schiebout - Herm ought to be voted most likely to succeed ce-
cause he's 6' 2" bare footed, and should be able to take care of himself.
Rita Van Steenwyk - Becoming invisible like Scarlet O'Neil is sort of
an odd ambition, isn't it, Rita?
Harold De Weerd - That's odd, but we can't think of anything about
Harold, or can we?
Academy Juniors
Alvina Sp r-ik , Ireton is quite a ways from Alton, but not too far when you have
a "CHEVY." - Harvey Noordsy, "Harve" (twenty years hence), "Senator
Nocrdsy in the seat of the nation is still arguing against compulsory arbitration."
- Renzella Andringa, "Renny" is not must geod at cooking, she's not much good
at baking, but when it comes to flirting, she's really in the making! - Bernard
Nibbelink, some boys are girl-crazy, but Bernie's just plain crazy. Betty
Abet-son, with the help of the above, she's one girl who won't desert our class
in the class tournament. - Stanley Vander Aarde, "Stan" (twenty years hence),
Stanley is a preacher now, His voice is leud, but tender; And with a gesture
wide he stamped, And bang! went his suspender. - Harriet Wobbema, "Hetchy"
says, Oh dear! Harvey's been messing with my typewriter. - Joseph M uyskene,
Joe's main delight lies not in girls but in a powder blue Ford. - Beth Muilenburg,
a Chevy may have more power, but sbe likes the inside of a Ford. - Arthur Vogel,
"Art" nearly accepted a job painting the Carlsbad Caverns, but declined because of
a previous "engagement." - Mar-than n Van Es, "Dimples", this cheerleader member
of our class, uses those dimples to get the opposite team oil' the subject. _ Lawrence
Pennings, "Duke", a very strong character. He discovered how to make butter when
he. lifted up the cow and shook it.
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